
ETHEREAL DRUMS PRODUCT MANUAL
Virtual Drum Instrument for Kontakt (full retail version) 5.7.1 and later.

Introduction

Ethereal Drums is the first virtual instrument offering from Ethereal Audio, and the culmination of
thousands of hours of hard work. Designed from the ground up to be the most customizable
drum library available, all samples were captured with reference mics in a small,
acoustically-treated room with no compression, EQ, or processing applied. The complete
dynamic range of each piece was captured using a proprietary template, resulting in over
75,000 samples across 10 kick drums, 10 tom drum configurations, 9 snare drums, 2 hi-hats
and 9 cymbals; reduced to 17,263 samples by consolidating control to an intuitive axis knob.

This comprehensive approach allows for the very fine manipulation of the drum kit's sound,
making it equally suited for heavy metal, jazz, or any genre whose dynamic and stylistic needs
may fall in between. In addition to a fully-featured mixing console with volume, pan, phase, EQ,
compression, and transient control offered per channel (as well as per-channel ADSR and
tuning controls), users have the ability to manipulate the acoustic space in which the kit is
placed; using 1,260 impulse responses captured from 10 real life acoustic spaces, as well as
the ability to change microphones per piece with built-in microphone modeling technology.

The vast potential of this approach is encompassed across 50 kit presets, spanning dozens of
genres; and the 400 included MIDI grooves, which can be previewed from the instrument's
built-in MIDI player. While we hope you will explore the tonal versatility on offer with this
instrument and use it to critically examine what the perfect drum kit can sound like to you, you
are just as encouraged to pick a MIDI groove, pick a kit sound, and start creating music over a
truly fantastic-sounding drum instrument.

Happy shedding!



Installation

1. Install the Pulse application if you haven’t installed it already. Pulse is a cross-platform
desktop app that lets you download and install your libraries very quickly, no matter where in the
world you're downloading from! You’ll need to create an account here, but after you do, you can
access your purchases from any developer that uses Pulse- anytime, from any computer.

https://pulsedownloader.com/

2. Once Pulse is installed, open it and enter your Ethereal Drums product code. Follow the
instructions to download and install the library.

3. Once in Kontakt, locate your installation directory through the browser and double click to
open ETHEREAL DRUMS.nki. Because Ethereal Drums is not currently offered as a Kontakt
Player library, it will not be added to the library browser. It is recommended to save it as a quick
load instrument:

https://www.native-instruments.com/ni-tech-manuals/kontakt-player-manual/en/the-quick-load-c
atalog

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SeXsX3Q4d7w

4. If your DAW supports saving track templates, that would be a recommended step here as
well- especially if you setup output routing: this goes for any virtual instrument, but the faster
you can get access to the sounds you need to make music, the faster you can make music!

https://pulsedownloader.com/
https://www.native-instruments.com/ni-tech-manuals/kontakt-player-manual/en/the-quick-load-catalog
https://www.native-instruments.com/ni-tech-manuals/kontakt-player-manual/en/the-quick-load-catalog
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SeXsX3Q4d7w


Overview

Ethereal Drums was designed from the ground up to take a different approach to how virtual
drums should sound, but the way it functions is identical to the workflow of any other
conventional acoustic drum VST; meaning it can be used as a direct replacement in any session
with existing MIDI information, and it can be used with any MIDI you may program or download
from the internet. The instrument consists of five screens, which are navigated via the
navigation bar on the left side of the instrument.

-> Accesses the Drum screen.

-> Accesses the Mixer screen.

-> Accesses the MIDI mapping screen.
-> Accesses the MIDI groove screen.

-> Accesses the Utility screen.

-> Sets which kit preset is currently loaded, and gives the user the ability to
save/load their own presets (see .nka consideration section at end of manual for
best practices on labeling kit presets).



Drum Screen

This screen contains the presentation portion of the instrument, as well as dropdown menus
which let you select individual drums from this screen. Kit pieces will light up as they get played
(the degree to which is determined by the velocity of the incoming strike). Note that changing
different tom configurations from this screen will add or remove toms depending on how many
toms exist in the kit; there are 6 two-tom sets, 1 3-tom set, and 2 4-tom sets. Feel free to let your
eyes guide your drum selection: every kit piece was recorded with the exact same miking
arrangement and gain structure prior to being lovingly recreated in 3D, so they’re all completely
interchangeable with each other!

The floating rectangle in the top-right corner is the MIDI player; this will be explained in more
depth in the MIDI Screen section, but it is important to note that MIDI playback can be started or
stopped from every screen.



Mixer Screen

This is the screen where we’ll be doing most of our work in this instrument, so each section will
be examined in detail. It is laid out and designed to function very similarly to the mix screen in a
DAW, and in fact, the mixing needs of almost any session can be handled entirely within the
instrument without need of external processing (for information on multi-outputs and splitting the
signal out of Kontakt, see Output section at the end of the manual). For a list of all parameters
which are automable on this screen, see Automation section at the end of this manual.



Channel Selection

Channels are selected from here by clicking on the name of the channel
(channels will light up yellow to indicate selection)

Volume for all 12 channels can be controlled via fader; level relative to detent is
indicated by number; panning for each channel is set by the horizontal scroll bar; and
peak volume is indicated by two thin bars to the right of the fader. Ctrl-click fader or
pan to reset either to zero.

- Changes phase. All recorded samples are phase coherent, but you may want to flip phase
if  you are using samples for augmentation purposes with a live recording.

- Mutes the channel.
- Solos the channel.

Drum/Microphone Selection

Drums and primary microphones per channel can be selected here via the dropdown menu;
updating when channel selection is changed. Microphones were modeled by running at sine
sweep repeatedly into different microphones at equal distance in a heavily acoustically-treated
room. A general regression neural network was trained on data from the different mics, and the
frequency response and transient sensitivity needed to translate the reference mic into each of
the different microphones was then interpolated into impulse responses. The end result, while
not identical to using a different microphone, comes extremely close; close enough to pass an
A/B test, and definitely close enough for use as a tone-shaping tool!



In total, 13 microphones were modeled; with 7 options on kick drum, and 10 on every other
piece. For copyright purposes, the names of the microphones aren’t stated directly in the
product or here, but they can be ascertained with a little detective work. All microphones starting
with “EW” are the original reference microphones, and when they are loaded, no impulse
response is loaded with them.

Velocity Curve Editor

The velocity curve editor allows all incoming notes to be filtered via velocity, and have their
value expanded or compressed according to a set curve. This is set per drum channel, and not
across the entire instrument- over the course of R&D for this instrument, various electronic drum
kits were used, some of which had limited options in terms of setting the dynamic sensitivity of
the playheads, and performances could therefore become either dynamically-inconsistent
(encompassing a too-wide range of MIDI velocity values) or overly-consistent (almost all MIDI
data resulting in velocity 127 coming in).

While the latter is a more difficult issue to solve, the answer became allowing users to set
per-drum sensitivity on their own, and find the sweet spots that resonate with their instrument.
Even if sensitivity isn’t an issue on your MIDI controller of choice, it can still be useful to change
the velocity curve to push aspects of the performance in a different direction, and this can be
done after a MIDI performance has already been recorded. Experimentation is encouraged!

The curve can be directly manipulated by drawing a shape on it with the
mouse, or controlled more finely with the knobs.

The min knob will move the bottom of the velocity curve up; catching values below
the threshold and pushing them higher. Max has the opposite effect, pulling higher
values downward. Curve slopes the line downward or upward; resulting in a more
expanded or more compressed signal respectively.

Clicking logarithmic, linear, or exponential will reset the curve to one of these
three defaults. Linear will reset the curve completely to its unaffected state.

To save the velocity curve profile (which encompasses the velocity curve settings on all ten of
the drum channels), go to the utility screen section at the end of this manual.



ADSR

Let’s look at a simple graphic.

Attack represents the fade amount into each sample when a note is played.
Decay represents the length of the fade- from the end of the attack phase into sustain.
Sustain represents the level the sample is held at- after decay and before the note is released.
Release represents the fade amount out of each sample when a note is released.

For users who are used to thinking about ADSR in synthesizers, ADSR on sample playback
functions the exact same way; except that samples already have a natural envelope that they
follow. So by manipulating ADSR, we are exaggerating existing envelopes. Generally speaking,
attack and release are the two knobs we will be manipulating the most here, with decay and
sustain being occasionally useful on long-decaying material like cymbals and hi-hat.

Attack can be used in moderation to soften the transient of a drum strike- drums are supposed
to be snappy by nature, but this can be a useful technique if an individual kit piece is poking
through a soft mix too aggressively. It can also be pushed to the extremes for interesting effects;
brush strokes weren’t captured in this instrument, but they can be simulated on snare by pulling
the attack knob all the way to the right!

Release is extremely useful for setting the tone and intentionality of kit pieces, particularly on
kick and snare, and allowing the user to get tighter or looser tones depending on where it is set.
This is explored in greater depth with examples on the Ethereal Audio youtube channel. One
thing to note here, however, is the length of MIDI notes depending on how performances are
being recorded- electronic drum kits will generally produce a very short note on every strike,
whereas playing notes in via keyboard will allow the user to hold out notes for longer. While



electronic drum kits are a much closer analog to how acoustic drum kits are played, having the
expressive capability to hold a kick or snare note out for shorter or longer when release values
have been changed is an interesting advantage afforded to keyboards. It is also a consideration
to make when dialing in kits- a release curve that sounds great on keyboard may be too abrupt
on an electronic drum kit due to the release phase starting immediately after a note is played.

A way to manipulate attack and release characteristics independently from the length of MIDI
notes is by using the transient controller, which will be explored in greater depth later in this
manual. As with all other parameters in this instrument, ctrl-clicking the ADSR knobs will reset
them to their default values.

VRAT (reverb, room, axis control tuning)

This section can be thought of as the send/return section on a conventional mixer, with values
following whichever channel is currently selected.

The axis control lies at the heart of the design in Ethereal Drums. Conventional drum
libraries with a similar number of drum options can be hundreds of gigabytes in size,
and in zealous pursuit of giving the end user every tonal option that is technically
possible from manipulating these levels, complicated schemata like bleed matrices are
offered as a way of controlling the attenuation of each microphone going into each

drum signal. The consequence of this is if you have many microphones around a kit, you have
to print full length .wav files for the decay of every drum- for every sample. Some quick math:

1 second of monaural 24-bit audio 48khz audio = 144 kB.

Let’s assume it takes a kick drum 4 seconds to fully fade to silence:
4 seconds of monaural 24-bit audio 48khz audio = 576 kB.

Let’s multiply that by 15 velocity layers, and 3 round robins per layer:
15 x 3 x  4 seconds of monaural 24-bit audio 48khz audio = 25.92 mB

So not bad- we’ve captured the direct microphone signal of one kick drum in a little over the file
size limit you can send in a Google mail attachment. Let’s now multiply that by the same length
of signal on 11 direct mics and 3 room mic pairs:
17 x 15 x 3 x  4 seconds of monaural 24-bit audio 48khz audio = 440.64 mB

And the wheels have come off the bus. Now if you want to offer ten kick drums in your drum
instrument, you are looking at 4.4 gB allocated to kick drums alone; and kick drums are
probably the smallest component of the kit you have to worry about. Not as big of a deal as it
was ten years ago, but by no means a tidy solution!



Our solution to this problem came from examining what exactly you’re controlling when you
manipulate those levels, and we landed on this: fundamentally, a kit piece will sound more
monaural and impactful by increasing the level of the direct signal, and it will sound more wide
and dispersed by increasing the level of any off-axis signal. So why offer every possibility under
the sun if those are the two primary combinations you’re driving toward?

The axis knob therefore controls an equal power crossfade between the direct microphone
signal (to the left) and the sum of all off-axis microphones (to the right). At center position, both
signals are balanced exactly the way they were when they were originally recorded. The
possibilities that exist along this spectrum are quite striking in difference; a radically different
character can be obtained from the same tom drum (from tonally-centered to getting more
resonance from the room), same snare drum (from a honky tone- more centered on the
fundamental, to a wider sound- more centered on the wires), same kick drum (from a dull thud,
to more beater sound and more sympathetic ringing from the kit).

The axis knob is active on the kick channel (unless analog kick mode is active), snare
channel, tom drums and hi-hat. There proved to be little sonic benefit to capturing the off-axis of
cymbals for the size it would have added to the library, so it is inactive there as well. No
numerical readout is active on this control to encourage pulling it one direction or the other until
it sounds right.

The reverb and room knobs control the level of signal from each channel
going into the reverb and room channels, and they do offer numerical
readouts; although the readout should be explained a little, because it is not
a conventional wet/dry reading.  At 0%, there is no signal from the selected

channel heading into room or reverb channels; at 100%, there are equal levels heading into the
wet signal as there are to dry. The design reasoning was that there is very little application for a
true 100% wet signal on drums (due to timing becoming slurred by pre-delay, the way drums are
typically recorded etc), and if that is an effect people want to achieve, they can achieve it by
simply muting or lowering the level on the direct channel’s fader. 0-100% is easier to read and
understand than a complexly scaled decibel readout (1% would be -111.7 dB, 26% is -33.9 dB,
50% is -17.9 dB), and it fit a little better within the very tight size restrictions in Kontakt.

On application: artificial reverb and room reverb are both offered because they have very
different sounds. The native reverb algorithm in Kontakt is quite versatile and can achieve
anything from adding a slight tail to the end of a snare, to full-on 80’s power ballad sounds on
your toms. Both the room and reverb channels will be explained in greater depth later in the
manual, but a quick rule of thumb: to achieve the most realistic room sound, you should typically
send similar levels of each kit piece into the room reverb. Soloing both room and reverb as you
send signals through it is highly recommended to achieve the balance you need.



The tune knob will shift the tuning up or down by cent, with 1.00 representing one
semitone.The maximum range of pitch adjustment is 5 semitones up or down; which
is past the range of what sounds realistic on most pieces in isolation, but you’d be

surprised at what may pass in a mix! By setting the range to 5 semitones, it is possible to always
tune a drum to either the fundamental or perfect fifth of the fundamental in a given key. Note that
as you shift the tuning of a snare drum, the remove fundamental option on snare will not follow
the new tuning, so you may find the resonance that is removed from the original signal is
reintroduced slightly.

EQ/Transient Controller/Compressor

Each drum channel in the instrument has a channel strip, including (in order of signal path):

An SSL-style 4-band equalizer.
A transient controller.
An SSL-style compressor.

These are toggled between and selected by clicking the tabs to the left of the following screen,
with tabs lighting up yellow to indicate selection. Each of these has a red bypass/reset button in
the middle; clicking on it will bypass the selected effect, and ctrl-clicking will reset the effect to its
default setting. Note that the compressor is toggled off by default, due to the way threshold is
scaled at Kontakt’s default settings (all but the softest notes will trigger compression).

The SSL-style equalizer is comprised of four bands, each with gain values from -20 dB to 20 dB:

A low frequency band with a toggleable shelf/fixed bell, ranging from 40hz to 600hz.
A low mid band, ranging 200hz to 2500hz, Q value ranging from .7 to 2.5.
A high mid band, ranging 600hz to 7000hz, Q value ranging from .7 to 2.5.
A high frequency band with a toggleable shelf/fixed bell, ranging from 1500hz to 22000hz.

These EQ changes are applied to both the on and off-axis signal of the drum channel where
applicable, and are applied to the signal prior to being sent to room/reverb returns.



The transient controller is comprised of an input, attack control, sustain control, and output, as
well as a toggle option to adjust the scaling of the attack and sustain controls.

Attack and sustain allow for shaping the tone of the drum samples in a way that doesn’t
depend on the length of MIDI notes (in contrast to ADSR). It also allows for exaggeration of
transients and sustain envelopes, which is something ADSR manipulation doesn’t cover. Try
exaggerating the sustain on snare notes to get a really heavy metallic sound, or toms to get an
interesting expansion effect. Attack values can be pushed to interesting extremes as well;
pulling the attack all the way up on kick will cause hard clipping, which can sound off in a
conventional mix, but be desirable in electronic genres. Balancing manipulations between the
transient controller, ADSR and compression will allow you to very finely shape the transient
without needing to use external processing!

The SSL-style compressor is comprised of six controls- a threshold, attack value, release
value, compressor ratio, mix percentage, and output gain.

Threshold determines the level at which compression is triggered, ranging from -20dB to 20dB.
Attack determines the acceleration of the compression after threshold is passed; 0.1 to 30 ms.
Release determines acceleration to pre-compression levels; 100 to 1600 ms or auto.
Ratio determines ratio of compression; 1.5:1 to 10:1.
Mix sets dry/wet mix on compressor; values less than 100% result in parallel compression.
Gain sets output gain to adjust level after compression has been applied.

Due to the highly-dynamic nature of the instrument, lack of ability to integrate meaningful
readout of the compressor’s gain reduction, and strange scaling on threshold, compression is
primarily recommended here as a tone-shaping tool, or to be used in parallel vs being used as a
conventional “fix-it” tool. If dynamic range control is desired, manipulating the velocity curve
per channel can offer finer control. However, if you know your way around a compressor and
want a classic squashed snare sound- have at it!



Per channel area

In addition to offering the options listed above on all drum channels, each drum channel has
unique mix options which appear in the area underneath the drum and microphone selection as
you toggle between channels.

Kick

The kick drum was recorded with two direct
microphones; a sub-mic to capture frequencies under
200 hz, and a conventional beater mic to catch the snap
of the kick. The level of either can be controlled by
sliders to better balance the kick to the needs of your
material.

The analog-processed kick function bypasses the sub
mic, beater mic, and off-axis information from the kick
drum, and replaces the kick signal with a summed and
processed signal that has gone through a custom analog

signal chain. Although the processing differs slightly from kick drum to kick drum, the signal has
been passed through pultec-style EQ processing, outboard compression and saturation, and
some targeted comb-filtering. The result is a highly-processed kick drum sound that, although it
comes from the same source material and samples, sounds radically different. The difference is
drastic enough that it isn’t completely out of hand to say that 20 kick drums are being offered in
this instrument as opposed to 10!

Snare
Independent level control is offered over every snare
articulation. This is valuable for fine adjustment in drum
programming (i.e. you have cross sticks but want them
to be softer, but the MIDI performance captured is all
127’s etc), and these values can all be automated as
well. Refer to the automation section at the end of this
manual.

The reduce fundamental function targets the
fundamental pitch of the snare drum, and lessens it with
a very precise comb filter which is set per snare drum.

This effectively removes the “honk” portion of the snare drum, and can make it sit much more
easily in mixes where changing the tuning of the snare drum is not appropriate, or a more
processed snare drum sound is desired. You may want to add some transient back after
enabling this option with the transient controller, because although the comb filter is



gain-compensated, removing the fundamental will rob the snare drum of a bit of its transient
energy.

Toms

As toms have no alternate articulations or microphone
configurations, the only special option on offer here is an
adjustable moongel configuration. Moongel is a
dampening tool applied to acoustic drums to make them
ring out less. Toms were recorded undampened,
dampened with various levels of moongel, and a
proprietary physical modeling process was created to
simulate the behavior dampening had on each individual
tom drum. This allowed us to give the user the ability to
modulate between fully undampened, fully dampened,
and any possibility in between to achieve the exact

decay characteristic they want on each tom drum. Note that although the slider is
gain-compensated, some volume attenuation may have to occur to make up for lost volume on
settings between 0% and 100%, and volume is ducked on existing notes as slider is adjusted.

This value can also be automated to interesting effect on tom rolls! Tying all tom moongel sliders
to a CC-controller while you play a tom roll can create some very John Bonham-esque tones
(think Moby Dick). For more information, see the automation section at the end of the manual.

Hi-hat

Independent level control is offered over every hi-hat
articulation. This is valuable for fine adjustment in drum
programming, and offers an extra layer of control for
creating extremely realistic hi-hat patterns. These values
can all be automated as well. Refer to the automation
section at the end of this manual.

All open hi-hats are automatically choked by closed
hi-hat articulations, and the speed with which this
happens is determined by variable choke speed.
Depending on the genre or playstyle, a slower or faster

speed may be desired, and this value can also be automated to create tighter or looser chokes
(automation must occur prior to closed note being played). Exact choke speed has been scaled
by ear differently for both hi-hats, so hi-hat choking is ranged appropriately to sound realistic
depending on mix context



Cymbals
.
The per channel options for ride, crash, and china are all
identical. Independent level control is offered for each of
the three cymbal articulations (based on striking the bell,
tip, or edge of the cymbal), and as with other articulation
volume controls, these values can be automated. Refer
to the automation section at the end of this manual.

As with toms, there is a moongel slider in place on
cymbals, although the effect here is more akin to
sibilance reduction and dynamic EQ than it is to
placement of actual moongel on the cymbals. Still, it is a

useful visual to demonstrate what is going on, which is an overall harshness reduction of the
signal at the expense of a little brightness/energy. Your mileage, as with all mix tools, may vary
depending on the material.

Cymbal choke speed determines the speed with which all cymbals get faded out when a choke
note is triggered (or a polyphonic aftertouch message is received in V-drum mode). Both of
these values can be automated if different levels of moongel or speeds of cymbal choking are
appropriate for different sections of the same song. As with hi-hats, the automation for choking
must occur prior to the choke note being triggered.

Reverb

Selecting the reverb channel will set the per-channel
screen to the reverb controls, but the rest of the mix
screen will still apply to whatever the last-selected drum
channel was (there will still be a graphic of a kick drum/
snare drum etc up top, so it isn’t difficult to lose track of
which drum’s effects are being controlled). This was
done to give the user the ability to still control send levels
easily while tweaking the reverb channel, and because
applying effects to bus insert/sends in Kontakt is not
possible, so EQ’ing or compressing the reverb can’t be
directly done.

The reverb screen is comprised of five controls:
Pre-delay: introduces a short amount of delay before the reverb takes effect.
Size: increases or decreases the length of the reverb tail to simulate a larger or smaller space.
Color: simulates the surface of the reverb space- lower values simulate softer surfaces, higher
values simulate harder surfaces.



Damping: Sets the amount of absorption in reverb space. Higher values simulate more
absorption and muffling at higher frequencies.
Stereo spread: Sets the amount of stereo imaging in reverb space. Lower values simulate
being closer to the sound source, higher values simulate being further away.

Soloing the reverb has the effect of muting everything else beside the reverb channel, which is
useful for dialing in the exact sound of the reverb before placing it back in the mix.

Room

If the axis control lies at the heart of Ethereal Drums’
design, the Room Mic channel is the penultimate
extension of that concept.

People who don’t record professionally or just started
recording may not be aware of the profound character
room acoustics impart on the sound of anything recorded
in that room. If you ever want an example of what this
can sound like, record a voice memo using your phone
at arm’s length inside your car, then record yourself
saying the exact same thing outside the car. You will

hear a dramatic difference between the two, because sound waves bounce around in a closed
environment, phase cancellations will occur, boundary and proximity effects will cause buildups
in certain frequency ranges, stereo imaging will change, you will get modal ringing and flutter
echoes in a room of any size, etc.

Drum miking techniques are myriad as the audio engineers who employ them, but the principles
of good drum miking tend to converge on the balance of two concepts: control and phase
coherence. Control is the level of influence you can exert on a drum mix after the fact; was the
snare too loud, and can I turn the snare down without affecting the balance of the other drums?
Can the balance of the overhead mics be used to adjust cymbal level without changing the
stereo image of the entire kit? By adding a microphone at the back of the room, am I adding an
ambience that is desirable to the recording?

More control means adding more microphones around the kit, which means control runs
contralaterally to phase coherence. Phase is the relationship of two or more signals coming
from microphones on the same sound source. Because there are many sound sources on a
drum kit, it is physically impossible for all microphones to be equidistant from each sound
source. This can be managed with reasonable compromise when using close mics (making both
overhead microphone capsules equidistant to the center of a snare will result in a more stable
snare sound), but room miking can quickly lead to erratic and disruptive results if multiple
microphones are placed at various distances. All of a sudden, pulling up the room microphone
channel will add ambience, but also subtract signal from the direct mics, leading to a less
powerful drum sound, or one where the mix performs irregularly on different playback systems.



However, the sound of different acoustic spaces is a very desirable thing when it comes to
drums! The sound of the drums on Motown Records is the composite of the players, the
equipment, and the unique acoustics of the Hitsville U.S.A recording studio. The incredible
sound of the drums on Led Zeppelin’s When the Levee Breaks is the result of recording John
Bonham in a stairwell. The drums on the Black Album by Metallica were famously recorded in a
large room with dozens of microphones around the kit.

How then do you strike that compromise in a sampled drum kit?

The solution for us was to exhaustively sample 10 real spaces, and interpolate the information
from those samples into 126 impulse responses per room.

Yes, 126.

A playback speaker was placed where drums would be positioned for recording in each room,
and sine sweeps were captured from that position at 18 different distances; at center position,
10 degrees left/right, 20 degrees left/right, and 40 degrees left/right. The result is 1,260 impulse
responses, allowing for the real interpolation of a drum mic in space. Because the drums
themselves were recorded in a small, acoustically-controlled space, there is no compounding



reverb; the tight, dry sound of the kit works perfectly with these simulated acoustic spaces;
allowing you to place the drums seamlessly into any acoustic environment. And the built-in DSP
for manipulating impulse responses in Kontakt allow for further massaging of the room sounds,
as described below:

Pre-delay: Introduces a short amount of delay before the reverb takes effect.
Size: Artificially contracts or expands the size of the acoustic space at a given position.
HPF: Sets a high pass filter for acoustic space; filtering out lower frequencies.
LPF: Sets a low pass filter for acoustic space; filtering out higher frequencies.

The arrows toggle between ten rooms- tight studio, medium studio, large studio, tame room,
rehearsal room, live room (tight), live room (bright), live room (dark), small venue, and stairway.
The microphone can be pulled toward the drum kit, away from the drum kit, or left or right on an
x/y axis to change the positioning of the room mic relative to the kit position.

Although you are encouraged to go nuts experimenting with a truly over-the-top number of room
options, it is worth remembering that most worthwhile drum sounds will come primarily from the
direct signals. If additional processing is desired on the room and reverb channels, refer to the
output section at the end of the manual



Mapping Screen

This screen allows the user to change the MIDI mapping of the drum kit in Ethereal Drums, and
contains presets for making MIDI sequences written for different virtual drum instruments work
with Ethereal Drums. All drum articulations can be remapped and are listed here:

Kick: Hitting kick with the beater.
Snare (Normal): Striking snare in the middle of the shell.
Snare (Dampened): Striking snare in the middle of the shell with an E-ring drum muffler.
Snare (Rim): Striking the center of the snare and edge simultaneously.
Snare (Flam): Striking the center of the snare with one hand, preceded immediately by a
weaker grace note.
Snare (Side): Striking the side of the snare (cross-stick was the technique used here).
Snare (Roll): Many center snare strokes played in sequence. Note that performances here are
looped, so playback and triggering stays consistent.
Drumstick: The drumsticks are struck together.
Hi-Hat (Closed): The hi-hat is struck with the pedal fully depressed.
Hi-Hat (Pedal): The hi-hat is played by pressing the pedal.



Hi-Hat (Pressed): The hi-hat is struck with pedal pressed very tightly; providing a variation on
closed.
Hi-Hat (Loose): The hi-hat is struck with the pedal held loosely; roughly 75% of the way down.
Hi-Hat (Half-Open): The hi-hat is struck with the pedal approximately 50% of the way down.
Hi-Hat (Open): The hi-hat is struck with the pedal in the open position.
Hi-Hat (Long open): The hi-hat is struck with the pedal in the open position; struck harder with
the hardware set to be a little looser for more overtones.
Floor Tom: Lowest floor tom is struck.
Low Mid Tom: Lower rack tom is struck in configurations where 4 toms exist (see note below).
High Mid Tom: Higher rack tom is struck in configurations where 3 or more toms exist (see note
below).
High Tom: Highest tom is struck.
Ride (Bell): Ride is struck on the bell portion of the cymbal.
Ride (Tip): Ride is struck on the tip of the cymbal.
Ride (Edge): Ride is struck on the edge of the cymbal.
Ride (Choke): Ride is choked, causing all existing ride sounds to be cut off.
Crash (Bell): Crash is struck on the bell portion of the cymbal.
Crash (Tip): Crash is struck on the tip of the cymbal.
Crash (Edge): Crash is struck on the edge of the cymbal.
Crash (Choke): Crash is choked, causing all existing ride sounds to be cut off.
China (Bell): China is struck on the bell portion of the cymbal.
China (Tip): China is struck on the tip of the cymbal.
China (Edge): China is struck on the edge of the cymbal.
China (Choke): China is choked, causing all existing ride sounds to be cut off.

Note: To keep mapping consistent as different tom configurations are selected, low mid tom
and high mid tom mappings will automatically go to floor tom or high tom mappings
depending on the configuration selected on the default mapping selections. Because it isn’t
possible to predict what a custom user mapping might look like, these will need to be remapped
manually in a user mapping.

The mapping selection area lets you choose between five default
mapping schemes, or saving/loading your own.

GM: General MIDI mapping. This is the default, and it is set to be as close to the normal drum
mapping for most standard MIDI instrument implementations as possible.
Superior Drummer: Mapping for Superior Drummer. Note that different Superior Drummer
products have different mapping schemes due to different articulations being offered, so the
MIDI file being used may have to be altered somewhat, or a user mapping should be saved to
correct spots where notes may note be triggering the correct articulation.
Addictive: Mapping for Addictive Drums. Note that several bell articulations and snare rolls
aren’t part of the standard mapping on Addictive, so they are not mapped here.



BFD: Mapping for BFD virtual drums. Note that dampened snare, snare roll, and pressed
hi-hat are not part of the standard mapping in BFD, so they are not mapped here.
V-drum: Mapping for a Roland V-drum kit. Note that snare (dampened), snare (flam), snare
(roll), hi-hat (pressed), hi-hat (loose), hi-hat (half-open), crash (tip), china (tip), and all
cymbal choke notes are not part of the standard mapping for a Roland V-drum kit, so they are
not mapped here. When selecting V-Drum as your mapping, V-Drum Mode on the Utility
Screen is automatically toggled. This will set cymbal chokes to be triggered by polyphonic
aftertouch messages on their respective cymbals, and hi-hats to be controlled by the pressure
being applied to the hi-hat pedal (or mod wheel CC), in accordance with the specifications for
Roland V-Drum instruments.

Clicking the edit button will enable editing for any articulation that is selected; changing the
keyboard color for Kontakt to something like this:

Any note the articulation is set to will be colored red: anything it isn’t set to will be colored black.
Playing notes will toggle them to light up red (if they aren’t currently mapped), or black (to
remove that note from the mapping).

When a note is currently being edited, the undo button will light up yellow, as
will the articulation that is currently selected. To save any changes that have
been made, press the commit button. Otherwise, to revert back to the

mapping that was in place before clicking the edit button, click the undo button.

Any articulation that isn’t mapped at all within the current mapping setting will
have its text highlighted in red. So if you map one note and accidentally unmap
another in the process, you will get instant visual aid to let you know.

If you decide to create your own custom mapping, please refer to the .nka consideration
section at the end of this manual for best practices on labeling your mapping file, so it doesn’t
get confused with a kit preset or velocity curve preset.



MIDI Screen

The MIDI screen is where the user can select from the 400 custom included MIDI files that
come with Ethereal Drums. Sorted by genre and file type (fills or grooves), these have all been
performed and recorded specifically for use with Ethereal Drums, so they will function perfectly
both as a way to dial in your kit, as well as the starting point for any composition! Note that for
simplicity’s sake, all included grooves are recorded in 4/4, so they will drop into the majority of
existing arrangements seamlessly.

To select a groove, navigate the genre you want, the file type you want, and double click to
preview the selection.

When a file has been selected, it will start playing and automatically
sync to the tempo set by your DAW. It will also lock to the beginning of
bar lines if your DAW is currently playing back, which allows you to

preview what the pattern will sound like in real-time over your session. When you find a pattern
you like, simply click into the gray area with the MIDI file’s name on the player, and drag it out to
your instrument track in your DAW- generating a MIDI file in the process.



To toggle playback, click the play button; the MIDI player is visible from every screen, so
playback can be stopped at any time.

A tremendous variety of drum patterns from genres that span the world are offered; as both an
inspirational starting point and to get a feel for how the instrument sounds. Clicking through
them while changing the kit presets is highly recommended!

Utility screen

The Utility screen functions as a catch-all for any options that would have been inaccessible
due to spacing restrictions or not been logical to put on the other screens.

The velocity profile section allows the user to save different velocity
curve configurations for different pieces of hardware. This will save or
set the velocity curve of each drum channel to whatever the saved
setting is. If you decide to save your velocity profile, please refer to the

.nka consideration section at the end of this manual for best practices on labeling your velocity
curve file, so it doesn’t get confused with a kit preset or mapping preset.



The output options section offers several options that affect the output of the instrument. The
Perspective option will toggle between the drummer’s perspective of the kit and the audience
perspective, flipping the sides cymbals and toms are positioned to in the stereo field. When this
option is selected, all pans on the existing kit configuration will be reversed to stay consistent.

The Width option will toggle between stereo or mono output from the instrument. The default is
always set to stereo, but there are genres for which mono output may be preferred.

The Limiter controls the limiter on the output of the instrument. It defaults to being on to keep
the kit level consistent between presets, and is ranged between 0 and 10 dB to gently protect
most kit presets from peaks. If you choose to use a multi-output configuration (described below),
you may choose to disable the limiter to retain maximum possible dynamics from the
instrument’s output.

The output routing section allows the user to send outputs from individual drum channels in
Ethereal Drums to individual tracks inside their DAW. Refer to the output section on the next
page of this manual for more information.

The modes section allows the user to toggle between various modes which affect the playback
of Ethereal Drums.

Blast Beat Mode will enable an additional 12 round robins on all high-velocity (95 and above)
kick notes. This will slightly reduce the consistency of kick strikes and is toggled off by default. It
is recommended for use in situations when programming blast beats, or sequences where the
kick drums are being played very quickly and repetitively, start to sound a little bit like a
typewriter.



V-drum Mode will set the kit to interpret data from Roland V-Drum sets and translate them into
relevant information for Ethereal Drums. Specifically, messages from CC1 (the modwheel) or
CC4 will be used to determine which hi-hat articulation is used when the hi-hat is played, and
polyphonic aftertouch messages from cymbal hits will be used to trigger cymbal chokes.

Automatic Cymbal Rolls are on by default, and cymbal rolls are handled simply by playing the
cymbals in very fast succession. The timing and sound of this behavior has been tuned per
cymbal, and it was modeled by using recordings of every cymbal being rolled by a professional
drummer. If greater control is desired, you can set this to manual mode and use the slider to
control all cymbals simultaneously with automation or MIDI CC. If even more control is desired,
rolls can be manipulated by automating the attack values of the individual cymbal channels. For
more information, refer to the automation section at the end of this manual.

Output

While you can absolutely mix all of the drums on the mixer screen without leaving Kontakt, there
are many situations that make sense for exporting audio or stems of each channel into their own
tracks in a DAW- whether it’s having finer control of EQ/compression, greater selection of FX,
sound design considerations, committing to parts to remove the temptation to tweak them,
lightening RAM or CPU-load in your session, or (most importantly) future-proofing your session.

Pulse makes it very easy to back up your Kontakt instrument collection in the case of migrating
software to a new computer or hardware failure; Kontakt has been around for 20 years as of
2022; and MIDI was first standardized in 1983. As bullet-proof as these most likely are, there is
never any way of knowing for sure when a format is about to become obsolete. DAWs have also
been known to come and go! Printing your virtual instruments to stems for archival purposes is
highly recommended; especially for something as foundational as drums. If you compose a
piece today, you want to be able to retrieve it 15 years from now and still be able to access
100% of it when you do. The advantage of keeping everything as MIDI is that you can rearrange
parts easily, change timing for new cues, and very finely manipulate the performance as needs
evolve. Once a production has been finalized, it is always a good idea to print any tracks to
audio files, because audio will always be the easiest thing to store and retrieve long term.

Configuring Kontakt for multiple outputs is a bit of a convoluted process, and unfortunately there
is no existing way via script to make it a one-button affair. The process described below will
cover the first half of getting audio split coming out of Kontakt, and a link to Native Instruments’
website will cover what needs to happen, depending on your DAW, after you’ve done that.



Navigate to the top of Kontakt, and click the icon indicated and open up the ‘Outputs’ tab. Note
that the icon may look a bit different depending on the version of Kontakt you are using.

This screen should appear at the bottom of the Kontakt window - click the indicated ‘+’ icon.

Change settings in the output window to this configuration. NOTE: there are only ten output
channels in Ethereal Drums: choosing 11 is recommended so the direct output of the instrument
becomes the sum of the reverb and room channels, because Kontakt does not allow for
separating send/returns from the direct output of the instrument. By configuring all other outputs
to separate channels, the primary output effectively becomes an FX bus where you can still
control send levels from within Kontakt. If you skip this and route the drum channels out
individually, room/reverb information will not be included in the stems.



The outputs window should now look like this: click each of the boxes indicated and rename
them according to the picture below.

After the outputs have been renamed, click the Presets/Batch Configuration dropdown menu.

Save output section – if a mistake was made, click Reset Output Section (to Targets default).
After saving, the configuration file will show up whenever you access the dropdown menu, so
you can recall it if you have multiple output presets for different Kontakt instruments.



Navigate to the Utility screen and click refresh. There will now be additional options for outputs
on each channel. Set them according to the image below:

Once these have been set, refer to the instructions on Native Instruments' website for
DAW-specific guidance on how to route them into separate tracks in your session.

https://support.native-instruments.com/hc/en-us/articles/210306605-How-to-Create-Multiple-Out
puts-in-KONTAKT-and-Route-Them-to-a-DAW

A detailed video of this process for Pro Tools and Reaper is covered on the Ethereal Audio
Youtube channel!

.NKA consideration

There are three kinds of preset files you can save in this product; they do not overlap, and all of
them get saved in Kontakt’s default array file format (.nka). Because of this, care should be
taken when naming presets. Recommended nomenclature is placing a suffix or prefix (eg
KIT_HardRock; VELOCITY_SPD30; MAPPING_Piano) on each .nka file to choose what kind of
preset you are saving, or creating a folder to contain presets of certain types. If you wish to save
the entire current configuration as one preset (mapping, drums/mixer, velocity curves), you may
opt instead to use the Snapshot function in Kontakt. This will save all settings in the instrument
as a single preset.

https://support.native-instruments.com/hc/en-us/articles/210306605-How-to-Create-Multiple-Outputs-in-KONTAKT-and-Route-Them-to-a-DAW
https://support.native-instruments.com/hc/en-us/articles/210306605-How-to-Create-Multiple-Outputs-in-KONTAKT-and-Route-Them-to-a-DAW


Automation

A total of 80 parameters are automatically open for automation in Ethereal Drums. To access
the automation lanes, simply open up the automation editor on your instrument track in your
DAW. To MIDI map any control, right click any control and click “Learn MIDI CC# Automation.”
Please note that due to script length restrictions, many controls are tied to whichever channel is
currently active on the mixer screen: doing this on any of the ADSR or VRAT controls directly
may result in unpredictable results if the active channel is changed.

000 Cymbal Roll Mode - Toggles manual cymbal roll mode on/off.
001 Cymbal Rol Manual - Manually controls roll amount on all cymbals.
002 Hi-hat choke speed - Sets the choke speed on hi-hat channel.
003 Ride choke speed - Sets the choke speed on ride channel.
004 Crash choke speed - Sets the choke speed on crash channel.
005 China choke speed - Sets the choke speed on china channel.
006 Reverb channel Volume - Determines fader level for reverb channel.
007 Room channel Volume - Determines fader level for room mic channel.
008 Kick channel Volume - Determines fader level for kick channel.
009 Snare channel Volume - Determines fader level for snare channel.
010 Hi-hat channel Volume - Determines fader level for hi-hat channel.
011 Floor tom channel Volume - Determines fader level for floor tom channel.
012 Low mid tom channel Volume - Determines fader level for low mid tom channel.
013 High mid tom channel Volume - Determines fader level for high mid tom channel.
014 High tom channel Volume - Determines fader level for high tom channel.
015 Ride channel Volume - Determines fader level for ride channel.
016 Crash channel Volume - Determines fader level for crash channel.
017 China channel Volume - Determines fader level for china channel.
018 Kick channel Pan - Determines panning for kick channel.
019 Snare channel Pan - Determines panning for snare channel.
020 Hi-hat channel Pan - Determines panning for hi-hat channel.
021 Floor tom channel Pan - Determines panning for floor tom channel.
022 Low mid tom channel Pan - Determines panning for low mid tom channel.
023 High mid tom channel Pan - Determines panning for high mid tom channel.
024 High tom channel Pan - Determines panning for high tom channel.
025 Ride channel Pan - Determines panning for ride channel.
026 Crash channel Pan - Determines panning for crash channel.
027 China channel Pan - Determines panning for china channel.
028 Floor tom moongel - Sets moongel amount on floor tom channel.
029 Low mid tom moongel - Sets moongel amount on low mid tom channel.
030 High mid tom moongel - Sets moongel amount on high mid tom channel.
031 High tom moongel - Sets moongel amount on high tom channel.
032 Ride moongel - Sets moongel amount on ride channel.
033 Crash moongel - Sets moongel amount on crash channel.



034 China moongel - Sets moongel amount on china channel.
035 Kick submic level - Sets the level of signal from the submic in the kick channel.
036 Kick beater mic level - Sets the level of signal from the beater mic in the kick channel.
037 Snare normal level - Sets the level of the normal articulation on snare channel.
038 Snare dampened level - Sets the level of the dampened articulation on snare channel.
039 Snare rimshot level - Sets the level of the rimshot articulation on snare channel.
040 Snare cross stick level - Sets the level of the cross stick articulation on snare channel.
041 Drumstick level - Sets the level of the drumstick articulation on snare channel.
042 Snare flam level - Sets the level of the flam articulation on snare channel.
043 Snare roll level - Sets the level of the roll articulation on snare channel.
044 Hi-hat closed level - Sets the level of the closed articulation on hi-hat channel.
045 Hi-hat pedal level - Sets the level of the pedal articulation on hi-hat channel.
046 Hi-hat pressed level - Sets the level of the pressed articulation on hi-hat channel.
047 Hi-hat half open level - Sets the level of the half open articulation on hi-hat channel.
048 Hi-hat open level - Sets the level of the open articulation on hi-hat channel.
049 Hi-hat long open level - Sets the level of the long open articulation on hi-hat channel.
050 Hi-hat loose level - Sets the level of the loose articulation on hi-hat channel.
051 Ride bell level - Sets the level of the bell articulation on the ride channel.
052 Ride tip level - Sets the level of the tip articulation on the ride channel.
053 Ride edge level - Sets the level of the edge articulation on the ride channel.
054 Crash bell level - Sets the level of the bell articulation on the crash channel.
055 Crash tip level - Sets the level of the tip articulation on the crash channel.
056 Crash edge level - Sets the level of the edge articulation on the crash channel.
057 China bell level - Sets the level of the bell articulation on the china channel.
058 China tip level - Sets the level of the tip articulation on the china channel.
059 China edge level - Sets the level of the edge articulation on the china channel.
060 Kick attack amount - Sets the attack amount for kick channel.
061 Kick release amount - Sets the release amount for kick channel.
062 Snare attack amount - Sets the attack amount for snare channel.
063 Snare release amount - Sets the release amount for snare channel.
064 Hi-hat attack amount - Sets the attack amount for hi-hat channel.
065 Hi-hat release amount - Sets the release amount for hi-hat channel.
066 Floor tom attack amount - Sets the attack amount for floor tom channel.
067 Floor tom release amount - Sets the release amount for floor tom channel.
068 Low mid tom attack amount - Sets the attack amount for low mid tom channel.
069 Low mid tom release amount - Sets the release amount for low mid tom channel.
070 High mid tom attack amount - Sets the attack amount for high mid tom channel.
071 High mid tom release amount - Sets the release amount for high mid tom channel.
072 High tom attack amount - Sets the attack amount for high tom channel.
073 High tom release amount - Sets the release amount for high tom channel.
074 Ride attack amount - Sets the attack amount for ride channel.
075 Ride release amount - Sets the release amount for ride channel.
076 Crash attack amount - Sets the attack amount for crash channel.
077 Crash release amount - Sets the release amount for crash channel.



078 China attack amount - Sets the attack amount for china channel.
079 China release amount - Sets the release amount for china channel.

Gear

If you were to purchase every drum that was sampled in the creation of this product, you would
set yourself back around $30,000. We were fantastically lucky to get access to some really
high-end/rare pieces, and work with some equally fantastic talent in the recording process!

KICKS:
DW 22” Exotic Tamo Burst
Ludwig 16” Breakbeats
Ludwig 24” 70s Olive Badge
Ludwig 22” Neusonic Digital Black Oyster
Pearl 22” Ex22 Export
Pearl 24” Championship Maple Marching
Tama 22” Starclassic Bubinga
Yamaha 22” Custom Recording
Sonor 22” Vintage Series
Yamaha 18” Custom Bebop Birch

SNARES:
1970s-era Ludwig Acrolite 6.5x14”
Modern Ludwig Acrolite 5.5x14”
Mapex Black Panther Wasp 5.5x10”
Mapex Black Panther Phat Bob 7x14”
Cogs Copper MC-63 6x14”
Hoyt White Oak Custom 6.5x14”
Pearl Piccolo Steel 3x13”
Sugar Percussion Texas Blue Poplar 7x14”
Ludwig Supraphonic 6.5x14”

TOMS:
DW Exotic Tamo Burst (16”, 14”, 12”, 10”)
Ludwig Breakbeats (13”, 10”)
Ludwig 70s Olive Badge (16”, 13”)
Ludwig Neusonic Digital Black Oyster (16”, 14”)
Pearl Ex22 Export (16”, 10”)
Peavey Radial 100 Floor Tom Pair (18”, 16”)
Tama Starclassic Bubinga (16”, 12”, 10”)
Yamaha Custom Recording (16”, 14”, 12”, 10”)
Sonor Vintage Series (16”, 13”)
Yamaha Custom Bebop Birch (14”, 12”)



HI-HATS:
Zildjian 15” Custom A Hi-hat
Zildjian 17” Custom K Hi-hat

CYMBALS:
Zildjian 20” Custom A Ping Ride
Zildjian 20” Custom K Sizzle Ride
Zildjian 21” Custom A Medium Ride
Zildjian 18” Custom A Crash
Zildjian 14” Custom A Crash
Zildjian 18” Thin Fast Crash
Zildjian 10” Custom A Splash
Sabian Ozone 18” AAX Aero FX Crash
Sabian Legacy Ozone 20” Ride
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Copyright and License Agreement

License Agreement
Ethereal Audio LLC ("Ethereal Audio") is an online retailer selling virtual instrument products.
The term “Source Code” means the combination of text and other characters comprising the
content, both viewable and nonviewable, of the software, programming language, protocol or
functional content, as well as any successor languages or protocols. Pre-recorded sounds,
samples and loops (“Sound Files”), digital images (“Digital Images”), software files (“Software
Files”), and Source Code comprise the products that Ethereal Audio sells. Together, the Sound
Files, Software Files, Digital Images and Source Code are the “Products”.

Any person or entity ("User" or "You") who makes a purchase of any Ethereal Audio Product
must agree to be bound by the following terms and conditions of this End User License
Agreement ("License”). The following License is granted non-exclusively to all purchasers of
Ethereal Audio products. This version supersedes (updated March 15, 2022) all previous printed
or digital versions of our License.

Overview
All rights not expressly granted to the User are reserved. All Sound Files, Software Files, and
Source Code contained in this Product are the intellectual property of Ethereal Audio except
where explicitly indicated. When you purchase any Ethereal Audio Product, you are purchasing
a non-exclusive license for use of the Product.

The License is granted only to the User. You may use it on as many computers as you
personally have access to. Only the User may use the product. You may not rent, lease, license,
lend, sell, transfer, distribute, duplicate, or copy any part of the Product. The License is
non-transferable.

You may not use or distribute isolated Sound Files from the Product in any derivative context,
including hardware sample playback devices, romplers, or sample playback software, including
other Kontakt libraries. You may not use the Product for the creation of sample libraries, "loop
libraries," sound effect libraries, or creation of any other virtual instrument product or service
based on the isolated Sound Files contained herein. You may not reverse engineer or attempt to
extract the Source Code of the Product, in the creation of any other virtual instrument product or
use in any other commercial context. You may use the Sound Files in any legitimate musical
composition, for commercial or non-commercial purposes, without owing royalties or copyright
credit to Ethereal Audio. You may use the Product to create individual sound effects for use in
media for commercial or non-commercial purposes. You are entitled to use the Product within
the scope of performance, recording, composition, and sound design. If you have any
questions, please contact us via etherealaudio.com/contact.

Copyright © 2022 Ethereal Audio, LLC. All Rights Reserved.


